
Aquarium

Cynthia Alonso

In this wordless picture book, a little girl learns

about love, nature, and the transformative power

of letting go when a little fish leaps into her life.
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Spot & Dot

Henry Cole

In a wordless picture book, Spot the cat goes

out the open window and ventures through the

city with Dot the dog, seeking her home.
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Imagine!

Raúl Colón

When a boy visits an art museum and one

of the paintings comes to life, he has an

afternoon of adventure and discovery that

changes how he sees the world ever after.
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Hocus Pocus

Sylvie Desrosiers

A mischievous little rabbit from a magician's

hat sets his eye on a bunch of fresh carrots

on the magician's kitchen counter, but before

he can enjoy them he must get past a

grumpy dog that is intent on keeping the

clever little rabbit away.
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I Walk With Vanessa

Kerascoët

An elementary school girl witnesses the

bullying of another girl, but she is not sure

how to help.
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Field Trip to the Moon

John Hare

In this wordless picture book, a girl is

accidentally left behind on a class trip to the

moon.
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Little Fox in the Forest

Stephanie Graegin

A wordless picture book in which two friends

follow a young fox deep into the woods and

discover a wondrous and magical world.
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Flora and the Flamingo

Molly Schaar Idle

In this wordless book with interactive

flaps, a friendship develops between a girl

named Flora and a graceful flamingo, as

they learn to dance together.
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Another

Christian Robinson

A young girl and her cat take an imaginative

journey into another world.
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A Ball for Daisy

Christopher Raschka

A wordless picture book about all the fun a dog

can have with her ball.
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Sign Off

Stephen Savage

A wordless picture book that shows what the

figures on road signs do when no one is

around to see them.

P
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Spencer’s New Pet

Jessie Sima

Spencer excitedly takes his new pet to the

park, the veterinarian's office, and a birthday

party, but for a pet balloon, those places are

full of danger.
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Chicken and Cat Clean Up

Sara Varon
When Chicken opens a housekeeping

business, his best friend Cat comes to mind

as the perfect partner. But Cat is sleepy,

clumsy, and makes a lot of mistakes, until he

finds his own way to save the day.
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Monkey On the Run

Leo Timmers

Papa Monkey and Little Monkey are on their

way. But the street is very busy and they are

going so slowly! There is so much going on in

the street, it's become a playground! Each

vehicle in this wordless picture book contains a

world of detail, activity and humor to share with

curious toddlers.
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MORE WORDLESS BOOKS:
Journey  I  P Becker

Wolf in the Snow  I  P Cordell

Bee & Bird  I  P Hare

The Lion & the Mouse  I  P Pinkney

Dandelion's Dream  I  P Tanaka

The Egg  I  P Valério
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